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Powell looking into wireless broadband
FCC Chairman Michael Powell created a
Wireless Broadband Access Task Force to look
into how wireless broadband policies can be
adjusted to boost deployment, he said
yesterday.

Some call it fixed-wireless.
It’s said to be the third largest method of

delivering broadband to businesses and
sometimes homes (RT, 5/4, 4/7).

Microwaves beamed up to 50 kilometers
between towers and rooftops.

“We are strongly committed to
facilitating broadband investment and
deployment, particularly through
technological choices,” said Powell, sort of
assuming its his baby (story above).

Making sure Americans can get
broadband a number of ways is a top FCC
priority in his view.

“I have asked this task force to study
existing wireless broadband polices and
make recommendations for possible
improvements to promote the growth of
both licensed and unlicensed wireless
broadband services.”

He wants to “extend the reach of
broadband services to under-served areas” and
boost competition where broadband is now
available.

The task force asked yesterday for public
input — setting a June 3 deadline for written
comments and a reply comment deadline of
July 1.

The task force posed some specific

questions to get the dialog going but
stressed that they were meant to get
discussion going — not to confine it.

The group scheduled outreach
activities including a wireless broadband
forum May 19 to help drive the
conversation and is to report to the
commission on its findings in October.

The questions are:
•  To what extent are licensed and

unlicensed wireless broadband an
alternative to other broadband services
such as cable and DSL?  Has it increased
broadband access and competition in rural
and under-served areas?  Are regulatory
changes needed to boost those trends?

•  Did the FCC give enough spectrum
to wireless broadband?  Is the relative
availability of spectrum for licensed and
unlicensed appropriate?  If not, how so?

•  Do services using unlicensed devices
and licensed networks complement each
other?  If so, how?

•  Several regulatory approaches are
used to give spectrum to wireless broadband
service providers.  Those using unlicensed
networks don’t pay for access to the
spectrum, but can’t cause interference and
have to share the spectrum with other
unlicensed operators.  Access to some
spectrum licensed after successful bidding
at auction, said the task force, and some
spectrum was made available on a first-
come, first-served basis.  Has all this

Major decisions up ahead in broadband via powerlines
The coming regulatory war over
broadband delivered by powerlines (BPL)
will produce a war of the worlds of
monopoly utilities, telecom firms,
equipment makers, regulators at state and
national level and even possibly the public
as each stakeholder tries to get politicians
to preserve what is seen as their survival.

Just think about the question — what
is electricity?

Scientists don’t all agree.
One definition is certain and was

cited by NEMA in its FCC brief (ET
Docket 04-37) on guidelines for access
broadband over power line systems but
will this brief become the shots heard at
Lexington and Concord?

QUOTE OF THE DAY:  This
electrical information/content
(broadband) is inductively
coupled onto power lines for
either wholesale or retail
transmission into, through and/or
from interstate commerce.
Consequently, open, non-
discriminatory access to power
lines is vital to compete for
market share in this important
new market.  It should also be
noted that unlike old electricity,
the new electrical information/
content that is transmitted within
the megawatts flowing through
the power lines has in most
instances already traveled into or
through either interstate or
foreign commerce.

NEMA filing this week at
the FCC

Thus someone is going to have to decide:
What BPL is, who should regulate it

or allow a free market to develop.
Obviously those are political decisions

to be made ultimately by the courts and
or legislatures and Congress.

Where does it say in the Federal
Power Act that FERC has jurisdiction
over electric power when it’s
information/content?

Theoretically Congress could pass a
law clarifying the issues but those guys
can’t even adopt mandatory reliability or
repeal funny legislation from the Carter
Era (PURPA) or regressive Roosevelt Era
law such as PUHCA.

The American government can move

slowly.
The feds brought action 55 years ago to

address the antitrust aspects of Ma Bell and
20 years since the case was decided at the
Supreme Court.

Yet 20 years of long distance open access,
writes NEMA, and enhanced productivity here
and abroad along with a digital-telecom
revolution that’s saved the public billions.

FCC’s BPL rulemaking is based, NEMA
assumes, on the federal public interest in
BPL and its impact on price and technology
competition in energy and telecom.

NEMA reminded FCC that it had plowed
through the power act, New York vs FERC,
the Telecommunications Act of 1996 and
several listed major court decisions and finds
that FCC only has authority to regulate
“emissions.”

Relate to power caused by sun spots
that interfere with radio frequencies.

It sounds to us as if the FCC staff via
its BPL NOPR is trying to assert
jurisdiction over BPL.

Could they get away with redefining
telegraph to include the internet?

NEMA finds the FPA, New York vs
FERC and National Cable unquestionably
confer on FERC primary and/or exclusive
jurisdiction over both access to as well as
the just and reasonable pricing of power
lines used to transmit electricity into or
through interstate commerce “whether or
not it does other things as well.”

The quote is from the National Cable
decision.

NEMA wants FCC to hold off on the
rulemaking until it works out a memo of
understanding with FERC on jurisdiction.

Pending now before the FCC is an
amendment to Part 15 to include BPL in its
own jurisdiction.

http://www.newslettersonline.com/user/user.fas/nlo=1/fp=2?T=open%5Fissue%2C72816%2CY&P=issue
http://www.newslettersonline.com/user/user.fas/nlo=1/fp=2?T=open%5Fissue%2C72305%2CY&P=issue
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affected development and the provisioning
of wireless broadband services?  If so,
how?

•  Wireless broadband offers clear
advantages over other broadband alternatives
in terms of portability and mobility.  Do
commission rules effectively provide for or
account for that?  Could rules be more
flexible?  If so, how?

•  Would regulatory incentives foster
continued investment in and deployment of
state-of-the-art technologies?  If so, what
are they?  Are the incentives different for
licensed services as compared with services
offered using unlicensed devices?

•  The task force is interested in
deployment data across large areas and on
an aggregate basis, plus information about
wireless broadband deployment in specific
communities — rural or urban, large or
small and in varied geographic regions.

•  Are there ways federal wireless
broadband policies could facilitate better
available policy options for states and
municipalities?  If so, how?

An original and four copies of all
documents must be filed with the
commission’s secretary, Marlene Dortch,
445 12th St, TW-A325, Washington DC
20554.

ABB software wins
Philippines contract:  ABB
has the contract to provide its
SABLE system to run the
Philippines power market (RT, 1/24/
03) when it opens early next year
with week-ahead, day-ahead and
real-time markets for energy and
ancillary services.  ABB is using
technology used in New York,
Ontario, California and most
recently East China and the Korea
Power Exchange.  SABLE will
manage financial transmission rights
to allow market participants to
hedge against price differentials.
Market rules there require
distributors to get at least 10% of
their daily needs from the spot
market.  Factory acceptance testing
to be complete by mid-September
with market in December.

A dash in WiFi?  We Googled
the term with and without the dash
and found 5,190,000 sites with and
5,100,000 without and decided not
to use the dash.  Forget the
Supreme Court’s Florida election
decision.  Google doesn’t handle
case-sensitive searching to check
on how many out there are using a
capital “O” in VoIP but decided
reluctantly to go with the flow.

FERC sets May 14
reliability parley:  Electric
reliability shouldn’t be separated out
of comprehensive energy legislation
or seen as a stand-alone bill, FERC
Chairman Pat Wood told a House
Energy & Commerce sub-panel.
Such FERC-related issues as
transparency, tax incentives for
RTO formation, accelerated
depreciation for grid assets, and
natural gas infrastructure, including
the Alaska pipeline, are similarly
important, Wood told ranking
Democrat John Dingell of
Michigan.  FERC is to join the US-
Canada Power System Outage Task
Force for a May 14 technical
workshop on improving North
American electric reliability
standards and other
recommendations included in their
April report (RT, 4/6).  The agenda
is posted on the commission’s web
site, www.ferc.gov.

FERC:  PJM’s rate for RMRs not high enough
FERC outlined broad pricing principles for
reliability must-run (RMR) generating
units yesterday hoping to balance the need
for reliability, investment incentives and
just rates for customers.

FERC saw that differences in market
design can cause regional variations.

Getting the power rates high enough
to encourage investment in needed
capacity is a problem in PJM, said the
commission, and ordered it to file new
rates.

The order was in response to a
complaint from Reliant.

The order (EL03-236) has broad
implications for all power markets.

FERC plans to look at policies
governing must-run generators’ future and
today’s needs.

If an organized market has significant
problems with what the commission calls
“reliability compensation” issues, it might
help to improve market design.

A place to start is locational installed
capacity, locational operating reserves,
locational pricing for energy in areas where
reserves are scarce and bid caps are higher.

Where short- or long-term reliability
compensation issues are identified, FERC
added, the proposed solution has to
produce enough revenues to solve the
problem and needs to include safeguards
to prevent the exercise of market power.

Thus the value of services needed for

local reliability has to be reflected in the
market and be apparent to buyers and
sellers, the commission urged.

In situations where these solutions
might be inadequate, FERC reported, it
would consider other proposals such as an
RTO/ISO-administered auction or
generator-specific contracts signed by the
regional grid operator.

FERC called those fixes “backups to
market design solutions.”

In its order, the commission said that
PJM’s market design didn’t present
significant problems — largely because
the design ensures building adequate grid
infrastructure.

But FERC directed that some aspects
of the RTO’s tariff be revised, including
the way generators needed for reliability
can seek changes in local market power
mitigation to allow for enough pay.

The financial community had weighed
in “loud and clear” on the need for
providing enough incentives rather than
relying on volatility, noted Commissioner
Nora Brownell.

Compensation hasn’t been a massive
problem but it was inadequate, she added.
Generators were intimidated about seeking
solutions, said Brownell.

Those parties “need to feel
comfortable about coming here for
resolution if they can’t find it in the
marketplace,” she added.

Market tells FERC today’s
price reporting earns a ‘7‘

FERC’s staff survey of confidence in
price indexes shows that on a scale of
one to 10 market users rate price
coverage now at seven.

The good news is that index
providers have shown material progress
in levels of reporting from their late-2002
lows and quality improvements were
found in price reporting processes.

The number of firms with a public
code of conduct for buying and selling
gas and power and reporting transactions

to index developers, rose from 36% to
65%.

FERC’s July 2003 policy statement
on gas and electric price indices — data
that sometimes serves as the basis for
contract prices — hasn’t been a complete
success, the staff added.

The staff was unhappy that so few
firms are reporting transactions.

Only about a tenth are reporting all
day-ahead electricity deals and about a
fifth report all day-ahead and bid-week

http://www.newslettersonline.com/user/user.fas/nlo=1/fp=2?T=open_issue,72269,Y&P=issue
http://www.ferc.gov/
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Sprint adds new
monthly unlimited
WiFi access plan for $49.95
— to its $6.95/day plan — at over
2,200 WiFi hotspots including
airports, hotels and convention
centers across the US and Canada,
the firm said Tuesday.  The firm
expects WiFi “power user” — with
big data connectivity demands —
will benefit most from the unlimited
access plan.  The occasional user
still has the cost-effectiveness of
the per-connection plan.  WiFi is
growing from amenity to a
necessity “for the road warrior”
intent on keeping productive while
mobile, said Sprint.

Continuedgas transaction volumes.
The survey showed that the average

respondent used index-based pricing for
buying or selling gas 50% to 70% of the
time, compared with only 5% to 30% for
power.

Why are gas indices so much more
important than their electric counterparts?

Possibly because RTO markets
effectively fill this role in many parts of
the US today and in many other parts of
the country, spot markets aren’t active,
FERC staff suggested.

Further improvements in gas and
electricity price discovery processes are
clearly possible — although it’s less
clear whether the benefit of such
improvements would exceed the costs,
commission aides said.

FERC has four options for future
involvement:

•  End active involvement and let
industry address issues without future
commission guidance;

•  Actively encourage the setting policy
statement and closely monitor compliance
and the level of trading activity;

•  Move toward some form of
mandatory price reporting of energy
trade data, and

•  Encourage more reliance on
electronic platforms for trading,
confirmation/settlement and clearing.

The commission is to hold a
conference on these issues and the
broader issue of liquidity in the
marketplace, June 25, Chairman Pat
Wood noted.

MGE:  Affiliate conduct code missing in Illinois
A weakness of Illinois’ utility rules is that
utilities virtually aren’t held to any
“regulatory or statutory guidelines
defining how they should acquire
wholesale power for retail rate-paying
customers,” Midwest Generation EME
told regulators probing the state’s post-
2006 policy planning.

“Regulatory oversight of self-dealing
arrangements between utilities and their
generator affiliates,” doesn’t exist, MGE
added and may well be hindering creation
of a competitive generation market.

What’s needed is supply planning and
buying strategies and techniques for
utilities that “assure that Illinois
customers” get the benefits of
competition among wholesale suppliers,
MGE urged.

Planned buying, guided by
stakeholders, can curb IOU incentives to
buy only from affiliates, MGE explained.

Planning lets utility power buying
evolve with and adapt to changes in
market conditions and force utilities to
perform brokerage and risk management
functions expected by Illinois lawmakers
when they wrote the 1997 restructuring
act.

MGE leans toward biennial filings
with the Illinois Commerce Commission,
a five-year planning period, bans on sole-
source buying, detailed economic analyses
that justify using proposed supply options,
limits on brokerage arrangements,
submitting supporting documents and a
“presumption of prudence” when utilities
follow pre-approved plans.

Supply planning shouldn’t dictate
using auctions versus bilateral contracts
or a prescribed mix of generation or
suppliers — but it should “consider the
full range of competitive alternatives,
including auctions, competitive bidding or
competitive bilateral negotiations,” MGE
urged.

A system that gives utilities incentives

to rely on supply deals with their own
unregulated power affiliates throws up a
barrier to effective competition, MGE
noted.

Other state commissions review
utilities’ supply deals and have codes of
conduct governing affiliate transactions.

That’s important since buying from an
affiliate gives it the power to “shift profits
from a regulated utility to its affiliate
supplier,” MGE warned.

Calpine agreed that rules should be
specific and “a fair, transparent
competitive process” such as an auction
or RFP should be used and run by an
independent third party.

“The key to avoiding litigation” over
power supply deals is to run the buying so
it shows “fair rules, fair results and

independent judgment,” Calpine urged.
The IPP sees a highly competitive

wholesale market developing by 2007
thanks to RTO/ISO membership — one
that’s regional, thus more competitive.

Congestion management by RTOs
“will virtually eliminate the fear of service
curtailment Calpine finds chronic in the
Midwest.

“Competitors . . . will be able to hedge
the congestion costs (from) their
transactions,” Calpine noted, making
buying more efficient and less costly by
buying financial transmission rights.

Fixing Massachusetts’ retail market?
Few stakeholders see eye-to-eye on what would fix Massachusetts’ competitive retail
gas market but they agree that it’s sick.

Marketer Amerada Hess blames the
malaise on the state’s slice-of-the-system
approach to upstream capacity assignment
that forces marketers to accept
assignment of ever-smaller pieces of
capacity LDCs have in their transportation
portfolios, Energy East Solutions (EES)
points out.

Select Energy calls it a fundamentally
“unworkable methodology” that saddles
marketers with “completely
unmanageable” bits of capacity.

The solution?
A path-based approach, says EES, that

“can easily be married with a credit and
surcharge mechanism that effectively
eliminates the cost shifting” regulators
wanted to avoid.

The Dept of Telecommunications &
Energy reopened talks on whether
upstream capacity markets are competitive
in February (RT, 2/3) but EES wants
regulators to focus on specific operations

problems and the capacity fragmentation
mess (RT, 3/3).

Massachusetts’ retail gas market
began its sag after DTE ruled in 1999 on
the fragmented slice-of-the-system
method of sharing capacity.

Since then, competitive suppliers fell
from five to three at Fitchburg Gas &
Electric and serve 0.155% of the
customers, down 50% from its peak, EES
said.

Marketers delivered 10% of sales in
January, down from a peak of 25% in
August 2001.

At Bay State Gas, customers buying
from marketers plummeted by 80% from
1999 to 2001 and only nine of 32
marketers stayed in the market.

The LDC saw reverse migration since
the spring of 2000, EES noted.

Keyspan Energy Delivery New
England reported half of its competitive
suppliers dropped out — falling from 21

http://www.newslettersonline.com/user/user.fas/nlo=1/fp=2?T=open%5Fissue%2C71176%2CY&P=issue
http://www.newslettersonline.com/user/user.fas/nlo=1/fp=2?T=open%5Fissue%2C71674%2CY&P=issue
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before the 1999 order to 11, while C&Is
buying from marketers dropped from
11.5% in January 1999 to 7.63% in
January of 2003.

EES finds “the most eloquent opinion”
expressed on the capacity market “is not
found in any of these comments.”

It’s the “silence of consumers,
including the [C&I] consumers who were
so vocal in advocating competitive access
reform five to seven years ago,” EES

noted.
The error back in 1999 when DTE

adopted slice-of-the-system was the belief
that it was the only way to avoid shifting
costs if some marketers grabbed all the
cheap capacity.

And that’s where Occam’s Razor
comes in.

William of Occam, who lived in the
14th century, believed that when trying
to solve a complex problem, you try the

simplest solution first and work out
from there, cutting away any part of the
solution not needed to solve the
problem.

“Were he consulted today, William of
Occam would certainly disapprove of
capacity fragmentation under the ‘slice
of the system’ methodology,” EES
wrote, and surely would “throw up his
hands if told that the cost-equalization
objective that capacity fragmentation
purports to serve could be achieved
through a far, far simpler mechanism.”

The simplest, most elegant solution —
the one EES proposed and Occam would
approve — could be set up before
November, EES said, and other operational
issues could be tackled at a technical
conference.
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After SMD, what?
Live Interactive Audio Conference

May 28 from 12:00 pm - 1:30 pm Eastern
FERC invested a lot time and effort in developing a robust wholesale market via standard
market design — meeting with stakeholder groups around the nation — but the measure
upset those in Congress who felt threatened by that design.

Congressional leaders blocked the SMD in legislation that has yet to pass but FERC has
been warned by Senate leaders not to implement SMD while legislation is pending.

Meanwhile Harvard utility expert, William Hogan, tells groups that SMD will come back
because it’s the only method that works.

He cites the examples of failures without it and successes with it.
Not everyone agrees.
Bruce Edelston, director of policy & planning at Southern Co Services, is good at

explaining Southern’s strong views on the subject.
North Carolina Commissioner James Kerr is a widely known opponent of SMD who

has agreed to join Hogan and Edelston in a 90-minute conference call sponsored by
Restructuring Today.

FERC’s view and what’s next at FERC will be presented by Richard O’Neill, top FERC
economist.

The call begins with introduction of each panelist who speaks for just six minutes.
Facilitator George Spencer, editor of Restructuring Today then asks the panel a few

questions and then the call is opened for questions from those — such as you — on the call
and by email.

The goal of this call is to let you know — now that SMD
has been blocked — what to expect next from FERC.

How can FERC open up competitive wholesale markets as instructed by the Energy Policy
Act of 1992?

Will it be SMD by another name?
Can the supply margin assessment (SMA) accomplish the same goal? It’s intended to

attach generation market power when it should go after transmission access.
 Can locational pricing do the job?
Get  your questions answered for very little money — no hotels or airplanes — and

registration is only $150 for early-birds.
You can have as many people listening on one line as you want.  Act now to save.

Call 1-800-486-8201, visit http://www.restructuringtoday.com/audio/is-postsmd.htm or fax
(202-298-8210) the registration form below to register.

Fax completed form to 202-298-8210, call 1-800-486-8201, go to http://www.restructuringtoday.com/audio/is-postsmd.htm or
mail to: Restructuring Today, 4418 MacArthur Blvd. NW Suite 202, Washington, DC 20007.
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Speakers

• Harvard utility expert, William
Hogan

• Bruce Edelston, director of
policy & planning at Southern Co
Services

• North Carolina Commissioner
James Kerr

• Richard O’Neill, top FERC
economist

• Now that SMD has been blocked
— what can we expect next from
FERC?

• How can FERC open up
competitive wholesale markets as
instructed by the Energy Policy Act
of 1992?

• Will it be SMD by another name?

• Can the supply margin
assessment (SMA) accomplish the
same goal?

• Can locational pricing do the job?

• Get your specific questions
answered too by phone or email.

• And much, much more.

Topics
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